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Thursday, November 12 of 2015

SPECIAL DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE
MARIAN CENTER OF FIGUEIRA, TO THE VISIONARY FRAY ELIAS DEL SAGRADO
CORAZÓN

Open your mind so that it may be permeated with the energy from the heart.

Open your consciousness and participate in the changes of the world.

Open your spirit and perceive the decisive time of the consecration to God.

Open your eyes and notice the battle between the Kingdoms.

Open your inner intuition and recognize the angels and archangels working for
redemption.

Profoundly open yourself, because nothing will be as before; whoever can not feel this,
could be left behind. 

Thus, the Mother of the Sun prepares Her small and bright suns to definitively join the
Marian armies. They will be consciousnesses prepared by prayer and communion to
face the Armageddon. 

Human kind believed this would take longer to happen, but truly the time has come in
which the entire planet will define which side they will be on.

This is why the Governing of the universe activates the mirrors of the heart so that the
self summoned are prepared to support the transition of the times.

The Mother of the Sun tirelessly works so that everyone may awaken to the reality of
fully serving the Plan of God. Thus, the chains of many will be broken so that they may
achieve the freedom of walking in Christ and serving according to His precepts.

It is in this way that the redeemed ones are being summoned to carry out tasks that
were not foreseen. That is the science of Creation, to reveal to the soldiers their true
principles and consciously help them so that they may fulfill the great Mission.

From the universe all the suns are being united so that together they may ignite the key
of redemption, the key that vibrates in their hearts, the key of light that opened the
doors to all the Masters. The stars conjugate their elements so that the vessels of the
call may awaken, just as it has been foreseen.

The moment has come to help humanity, which is immersed in chaos and pleasures.
The time has come to rescue the values of yore, the codes that made the planet a sacred
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consciousness. 

For this reason, everything that has been experienced so far has been a small
preparation. In a short time, the great planetary task will emerge and then all the
soldiers of Mary must be prepared when the Woman Clothed with the Sun leaves the
desert and the Archangel Gabriel institutes the divine redemption. 

Then, many doors will be closed and those who have been consequent with the Law
will revive the impulses of Christ. This is why I ask all of humanity to sanctify their
lives soon, before it is too late. I ask you to carry out a life of cooperation and
fraternity, so that the worldwide arrogance may disappear, as well as the hatred that
poisons the hearts. I ask My children to never forget solidarity, because that will make
you invincible and good.

I pray to Almighty God so that the majority, who are lost in the hells of modernity and
tastes, may have a sacred opportunity.

I ask all of the prayer beings to live by means of the spirit of constancy and not to
allow my adversary to deceive them with lies; for the Light only comes from God and
if you believe in this powerful light, you will not have mirages. If your hearts are meek
and good, you will fear nothing. 

Carry on praying for peace, because day by day the world provokes the rage of God
and His fair punishment.

Learn not to play with the Laws, be humble and do not stop conquering your own
conversion.

My Son loves you and wishes to see you happy for serving the Creator. 

Finally, the triumph of My Immaculate Heart will be seen in the hearts that have truly
accepted Me as the Mother of the World.

Remember that the promise of a thousand years of peace is in force, work for its
establishment and for the Kingdom of God to descend in times of great tribulation.

My Heart protects you and loves you eternally.

I thank My children from Porto Alegre for having responded to My call!

Who blesses you, in the name of the Love of God,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


